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	Over 50 hands-on recipes to help you get grips with Xamarin Studio and C# programming to develop market-ready Android applications


	About This Book

	
		Create Android applications with C# and Xamarin
	
		Reuse your Android application to develop iOS and Windows Phone applications
	
		Leverage the easy-to-succeed recipes to exploit the latest Android releases and develop new applications



	Who This Book Is For


	If you have already developed an Android applications with Java and you now intend to use C# and Xamarin Studio's capabilities, or if you have never taken the dive into mobiles, then this book is for you. It would be helpful to have some C# experience so you follow the recipes in this book, though knowledge of Android is not required.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Build a GUI for your Android applications
	
		Explore Android activities and understand configuration changes
	
		Manage multiscreens, icons, and multimedia in your applications
	
		Start and bind Android services and create notifications
	
		Create beautiful applications using the camera and animations
	
		Effectively couple your phone's hardware with applications
	
		Integrate advertisements and select the right advertisement providers for your applications



	In Detail


	Multiplatform applications have taken the development world by storm. This has revolutionized the selection of the right tools for the efficient development and deployment of applications. Xamarin studio is emerging as the preferred choice among .NET/C# developers. It enables them to design cross-platform applications using their favorite language and IDE. Xamarin studio is supported by the Mac OS and Windows platforms, and you can develop your own applications for iOS, Windows, or Android with its help.


	This book takes you through all the stages of application development, right from getting started with Xamarin and developing a GUI to putting up your application on the store. The recipes will help you in acquiring sufficient knowledge to go about creating applications.


	Starting with introducing Xamarin studio, its underlying technologies, and the Android ecosystem, the book goes on to cover the graphical aspects of creating Android applications. Moving on, you will learn more about data management with Android services. This is followed by techniques on how to interact with the Android OS and the phone's hardware, before finally concluding with mobile advertisements and Google Play. By the end of this book, you will have discovered all the specialties related to developing Android application with Xamarin Studio.


	Style and approach


	This book is organized around hands-on and practical recipes that focus on the development of Android applications using C# and Xamarin. Each recipe is easy to follow to help you progress efficiently through the book.
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Games And Simulations in Online Learning: Research And Development FrameworksInformation Science Publishing, 2006
Nearly all early learning happens during play, and new technology has added video games to the list of ways children learn interaction and new concepts. Although video games are everywhere, on Web sites, in stores, streamed to the desktop, on television, they are absent from the classroom. Computer-based simulations, a form of computer games, have...
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McLuhan’s Galaxies: Science Fiction Film Aesthetics in Light of Marshall McLuhan’s Thought (Second Language Learning and Teaching)Springer, 2019

	
		This groundbreaking book uses observations made by Marshall McLuhan to analyze the aesthetics of science fiction films, treating them as visual metaphors or probes into the new reality dominated by electronic media:

	
		-          it considers the relations between the senses and...
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Mobile Internet For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Stay informed, entertained, and up to date — anywhere!    

    Discover the mobile Internet and surf, shop, blog, watch videos, and more!    

    When it comes to the Internet, you CAN take it with you! This book is packed with tips on choosing the best mobile device, software, and service...
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Volume 1, The Organic Chemistry of Drug SynthesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 1977

	There exists today an abundance of excellent texts covering the

	various aspects of organic chemistry. The student of medicinal

	chemistry can choose among any of a number of first-rate expositions

	of that field. The reader who is primarily interested in

	the synthesis of some particular class of medicinal agents, however,

	will...
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Web Mobile-Based Applications for Healthcare ManagementIGI Global, 2007
In recent years, there has been a veritable literary frenzy on the theme of healthcare and the Internet. In these works, however, there has not been adequate attention paid to the role that potential users of the site (patients, general practitioners, healthcare personnel, students, private doctors, other healthcare organizations, etc.) could and...
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Nominal Sets: Names and Symmetry in Computer Science (Cambridge Tracts in Theoretical Computer Science)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	Nominal sets provide a promising new mathematical analysis of names in formal languages based upon symmetry, with many applications to the syntax and semantics of programming language constructs that involve binding, or localising names. Part I provides an introduction to the basic theory of nominal sets. In Part II, the author surveys some of...
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